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TOP 15 T
Ride-on electronic pallet truck with seated operator for 
very heavy loads

ROBUSTNESS AND HIGH PERFORMANCE

TOP 15 T by Samag is the ride-on electronic pallet truck with seated operator for handling of very heavy loads.

STRENGTHS:

Articulated reel holder frame with respect to the frame to ensure a constant grip to the floor of the 4 resting points

Double alternating current 48 V traction motor, including electric traction steering system with CAN-BUS connection

Higher position of operator cabin for better visibility

Fork positioner for handling of different diameters

Fork anti-opening system to prevent load falling

Graphic display, with automatic self-diagnostics system, indicating truck functions and drive wheel position

Automatic slowdown when cornering

All operating controls placed on the dashboard for lifting and lowering controls

Customised fork dimensions depending on the reels to be transported

 

 LOAD CAPACITY UP TO 15.000 KG

 SPECIAL DIMENSIONS UPON REQUEST
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SOME OPTIONALS

OPERATOR TRANSPORT PLATFORM METALLIC/GALVANISED VERSION

LITHIUM BATTERY SCALE/PRINTER

USE IN COLD STORE
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Type Power pallet trucks Class Ride-on power pallet trucks for intensive use and high load 

capacity

Load capacity (Kg) 15000 Lifting capacity (mm) 300

Type Power pallet trucks Class Ride-on power pallet trucks for intensive use and high load 

capacity

Load capacity (Kg) 15000 Lifting capacity (mm) 300
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